Automate HR
Processes
H U M A N I Z E Y O U R H R D E P A R T M E N T.

HR managers lose

14 hours a week

performing tasks that
could be automated

Manual processes
decrease HR
productivity by

41%

McKinsey estimates

that 56% of HR tasks
can be automated

Your Human Resources (HR) staff spends countless hours dealing with data-heavy tasks and
processes related to employee onboarding, payroll, training, and employee relations. However,
many of these tasks are repetitive and rules-based and are ideal candidates for automation,
freeing up HR staff to focus on the people that matter.

HR staff forms the foundation on which the rest of your staff is built. They are responsible for managing every aspect
of the employee journey, from onboarding to the end of employment, much of which involves tedious tasks that take
hours to complete.
With such high demand on their time, this leaves little room for HR professionals to truly connect with the human
resources your company relies on. Digital workers can take over many of the repetitive, data-centric tasks HR staff
perform, leaving them to focus on connecting with employees, nurturing relationships and helping resolve issues.

T H E D I G I T A L W O R K E R T R A N S F O R M AT I O N

Digital workers are software robots that use artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning to perform repetitive,
rules-based tasks that take a lot of time and are prone to error when done manually
These digital workers are not meant to replace human workers. Instead, they seamlessly work alongside them to
streamline operations and allow humans to focus on high-value tasks.

At Ampliforce, we have a team of experts ready to work with you to create a digital worker solution that is customized
to meet your company’s unique needs. This is a complete end-to-end automation solution that does not require
third-party integrations and only takes a few days or weeks to develop.
And because we want the process of automation to go smoothly, we will work closely with you to ensure you
understand how your solution works.

TA S KS D I G I TA L W O R K E RS
CAN PERFORM FOR HR
Pull key information from
a variety of documents
Compare candidate
applications with job
requirements
Create employee IDs and
user accounts

Perform data cleansing
Collect, integrate and
sync data from multiple
systems
Extract unstructured data
from a variety of sources

Verify information and
track attendance

Explore The Transformative
Power Of Ampliforce
Digital Workers
Reach out to a member of our experienced
team and learn how we can help you
automate your HR processes for maximum
efficiency.

hello@ampliforce.com
ampliforce.com

Why Use Digital
Workers for HR
STREAMLINED HIRING

Digital workers can manage the intake of applications,
compare them to job requirements, shortlist candidates
to be interviewed and send out notification to those
candidates.

SIMPLIFIED ONBOARDING

From activating a new employee account and assigning
employee IDs to determining the credentials to be
assigned and managing paperwork, digital workers make
onboarding easy.

E A S Y PA Y R O L L P R O C E S S I N G

Save your staff from the tedium of the repetitive tasks
associated with payroll by having digital workers verify
employee hours, integrate data from multiple systems
and generate reports.

E N H A N C E D D AT A M A N A G E M E N T

Digital workers can manage all data related to new hires,
existing employees, contractors and more, keeping
systems up-to-date and generating documents required
by employees.

SMOOTH OFFBOARDING

Handle employee exits with ease as digital workers
generate the relevant exit documents, revoke system
access and finalize the settlement for departing
employees.

I M P R OV E D CO M P L I A N C E

With strict and ever-changing labor and privacy laws
and regulations, digital workers can stay on top of the
most recent changes and ensure HR processes are fully
compliant and error-free.

